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SÁLFRÆÐI / HEIMSPEKI


The psychology of education /Martyn Long ... [et al.].2nd ed.London ;New York :Routledge,2011.
FÉLAGSVÍSINDI


Talking about domestic abuse : a photo activity workbook to develop communication between mothers and young people / Catherine Humphreys .... [et al.]. London : Jessica Kingsley, 2006.


SKÓLASTJÓRNU / STJÓRNUN


RANNSÓKNARADFERDIR


**LEIKSKÓLAFRÆDI**


**FÖTLUNARFRÆDI/SÉRKENNSLA**

**KENNSLUFRAÐI / SKÓLASTARF**


The case against homework: how homework is hurting our children and what we can do about it /Sara Bennett and Nancy Kalish. 1st pbk. ed. New York: Three Rivers Press, c2006.

The end of homework: how homework disrupts families, overburdens children, and limits learning

The missing links in teacher education design: developing a multi-linked conceptual framework


MÓDURMÁLSKENNSLA / MÁLVÍSINDI


What research has to say about reading instruction /S. Jay Samuels and Alan E. Farstrup, editors. 4th ed. Newark, Del.: IRA, c2011.

LISTKENNSLA


NÁTTÚRUFRÆÐIKENNSLA


SAGA


"Why won't you just tell us the answer?" teaching historical thinking in grades 7-12 /Bruce A. Lesh; foreword by Ed Ayres. Portland, Me.: Stenhouse Publishers, 2011.
STÆRDFRÆDI


College algebra.10th ed./Margaret L. Lial ... [et al.].Boston, MA :Pearson/Addison Wesley,c2009.


NÆRINGARFRÆDI
Allergy-proof recipes for kids :more than 150 recipes that are all wheat-free, gluten-free, nut-free, egg-free, dairy-free, and low in sugar /Leslie Hammond and Lynne Marie Rominger ; foreword by Kevin A. Tracy.Beverly, Mass. :Fair Winds Press,2010.


ÍPRÓTTIR-TÓMSTUNDIR

Human physiology: an integrated approach /Dee Unblaub Silverthorn; with contributions by Bruce R. Johnson and William C. Ober illustration coordinator; Claire W. Garrison illustrator; Andrew C. Silverthorn, clinical consultant. 5th ed. San Francisco: Pearson, 2010.


GRUNNSKÓLÆFNI


**Stika.1a, Nemendabók** / Björnar Alseth, Gunnar Nordberg, Mona Røsseland ; [íslensk þýðing og staðfæring Hanna Kristín Stefánsdóttir]. Köpavogur : Námsgagnastofnun, 2011.

**Stika.1a, Æfingahefti** / Björnar Alseth, Gunnar Nordberg, Mona Røsseland ; [íslensk þýðing og staðfæring Hanna Kristín Stefánsdóttir]. Köpavogur : Námsgagnastofnun, 2011.

**FRAMHALDSSKÓLAR**

*Motivating your secondary class* / Maurice Galton ; with Susan Steward ... [et al.]. Los Angeles : SAGE, 2009.

**HÁSKÓLAR**


**ÝMISLEGT EFNI**


**MYNDBÖND/ MYNDDISKAR**


